Become a fully automated enterprise with the UiPath Platform

Our open, extensible, end-to-end automation suite supports every phase of automation.

Start with tools that reveal the best automation opportunities. Build robots fast with drag-and-drop canvases and other speedy development tools. Then manage ROI with analytics linked to outcomes that matter to your business.

Only the UiPath Platform combines the core RPA capabilities of building, managing, and running robots with tools for process discovery and analytics to report a clear business impact.

**Discover**

Discover automation opportunities powered by AI and your people

**UiPath Automation Hub** - Manage the entire automation lifecycle with instant transparency and control in an engaging way. Capture automation ideas from those who know the work best: the employees themselves. Work with all the right people in the organization, including IT and your business partners, to drive automation opportunities that make a real difference to your company.

**UiPath Process Mining** - Use the digital footprints left behind in your systems and applications to create a digital representation of end-to-end business processes. Discover automation-ready pain points, deviations, and inefficiencies across processes to plan your enterprise-wide automation strategy. Then, continuously automate, monitor, and respond to your processes to scale and sustain automation.

**UiPath Task Capture** - Look at how specific processes are carried out by task experts: the workers who do tasks the most. Working in the background, it automatically captures process details once the expert runs it. Then it exports screenshots, step-by-step descriptions, and detailed annotations for export to PDD (process definition document) or XAML you’ll need for the Build phase.

**UiPath Task Mining** - Use AI to automatically capture and analyze the day-to-day tasks performed by your employees, construct the data-driven process maps, and suggest automation ideas with the highest ROI potential.

**Build**

Build automations quickly, from the simple to the advanced

**UiPath Studio Family** - Provide everyone in your organization, from business users to advanced developers, with the right automation canvas to build great automations.

**UiPath Studio** - Give RPA developers a canvas for building robots. It allows users to create workflows, with API integrations to an ever-growing list of applications, technologies, and platforms. Studio has pre-defined activities, drag-and-drop modeling, and a workflow recorder, so simple tasks can be automated with minimal coding. More complex automations are easily handled with basic coding knowledge.

**UiPath StudioX** - Enable your business users to rapidly automate without the need for developer resources or coding, making automation accessible to all. If you can build a macro in Excel, you can build a bot in StudioX.

**UiPath Studio Pro** - Empower RPA developers with all of the benefits of Studio plus advanced scaling capabilities to continuously automate testing of RPA workflows and the applications they rely on, including web, mobile, SAP, and virtualized desktops.
Native Integrations - Easily automate processes that involve multiple applications and/or lines of business thanks to UiPath deep integrations with best-in-breed technologies that you use today. Leverage API integrations with leading enterprise applications, built and supported by UiPath and backed by partners.

UiPath Marketplace - Get the best RPA solutions to accelerate your workflows. As a consumer, discover and use trusted, enterprise-grade RPA content to help you automate more and achieve faster time to value. As a vendor, get an easy way to distribute your RPA solutions to thousands of customers—as the UiPath ecosystem grows, your business does too.

UiPath Orchestration - Deploy, manage, and optimize your robots with enterprise-scale integration and compliance—no matter what size your business is.

UiPath Test Manager - Govern and monitor the quality of your automations. It facilitates test planning and execution, requirements, and defect traceability, includes comprehensive test reporting, and seamlessly adapts to your environment with out-of-the-box integrations.

UiPath Insights - Benefit from powerful embedded analytics that measure, report, and align RPA operations with your specific KPIs and strategic business outcomes.

UiPath Robots - Run automations with software robots that are intelligent, flexible, and eager to take on tedious tasks. Choose the best way to collaborate with robots:

UiPath Attended Robots - Collaborate with robots to help with daily tasks. Attended robots can be triggered by employees or automatically run a needed automation based on user’s activity. Depending on the use case, attended robots can work in tandem or request user’s input and go back with a completed task. Employees interact with attended robots via UiPath Assistant.

UiPath Unattended Robots - Save your time with unattended robots that work independently in the background and handle task-heavy, long-running processes. Unattended robots can be remotely controlled from a web console and are usually deployed in a virtual machine. They will check in with employees for validation, or if there’s a question or exception.

UiPath Test Robots - Benefit from using unattended software robots programmed to run automated test cases against applications or RPA workflows. Test robots can be executed on multiple machines in parallel.

UiPath Apps - Build, use, and share elegant business apps that transform your business with the power of automation.

UiPath Action Center - Automate advanced processes that require exceptions, escalations, and approvals by bringing a human into the loop to make required decisions. With Action Center you can automate end-to-end business processes through seamless human-robot collaboration from a single platform.

UiPath Data Service - Bring powerful no-code data modeling and storage to your automations while ensuring seamless access, enterprise-grade security, and scalability of the data.

UiPath AI Center (formerly AI Fabric) - Automate more complex or cognitive processes with RPA robots learning AI skills. Easily deploy your own AI skills or pre-trained AI skills developed by UiPath or UiPath AI technology partners. Drag and drop them to an RPA workflow via UiPath Studio. Monitor and manage your AI skills, constantly train, and improve them using the human-validated data.

UiPath Assistant - See business impact from automation faster—with UiPath Assistant, a fully-governed and easy-to-use launchpad that lets all your employees interact with robots right on their desktops.

UiPath Chatbots - Connect chatbots with UiPath processes for the fulfillment of user requests without writing a single line of code.
The UiPath Platform includes many capabilities designed to allow you to measure and govern your automation program at all stages of the lifecycle. For example, there are rich role-based access controls that work with your account directories. You can govern how automations are built and what users can do with them. Measurement of both operational and business results helps you run an effective program and maximize your return on automation.

**Deployment Choice**

Focus on automation, not infrastructure. The leading enterprise platform for automation is available the way you want it in the cloud. Get SaaS from UiPath Automation Cloud, install it in your own cloud of choice—or combine them to meet your needs.

**Automation Cloud** - Start instantly, scale infinitely with the UiPath Automation Cloud. Begin your prototyping with a trial right away, move to production seamlessly, and add as many Robots or Studios as you need, when you need them—all without building your own management infrastructure. As well as Orchestrator, Automation Cloud also offers an array of additional services (AI Fabric, Data Service, Actions, Document Understanding, and more), immediately available for a free trial, prototyping, or production at uipath.com.

**On-premises** - Use your own data centers or private cloud solutions.

**Public Cloud** - Deployment recipes and instructions for Azure, AWS, GCP, and Oracle let you quickly build your UiPath solution as IaaS or PaaS. Maintain complete configuration and environmental control without local infrastructure. You can scale up and down based on demand to lower your cloud costs without sacrificing capacity with the free unattended robot auto-scaling component for UiPath Orchestrator on UiPath Marketplace.

Optimize for SaaS, IaaS/PaaS, or hybrid cloud today, then adjust your approach for tomorrow’s changes with consistent UX and APIs—without losing the investments you’ve already made.